
 

 

 

 

TAMIKA HODGES’ OPUS  

 

 

OVERARCHING VISION 

 

Imagine a tribe who has the divine insight to see themselves for who they truly are. 

 

Image a cause committed to helping others discover who they are destined to be. 

 

Imagine a space that cultivates others to unleash their creative genius.  

 

PURPOSE:  Restoring 20/20 Insight: by helping people see themselves through a new set of 

eyes.  

 

UNIFYING STRATEGIES 

 

20/20 Insight to Tamika 

 

In order for me to serve God and the tribe I am called to serve, I need to be attentive to my 

spiritual, physical, emotional, relational, developmental and social needs.  If I ignore either facet 

of who I am, I reduce my abilty to serve this tribe affectively and authentically.   

 

Mind: Continually renew my mind with the Word of God.  Read books on the power of 

thoughts, meditation, etc and become a master of my mind and thoughts. 

 

Body: I must eat well, exercise regularly and get the proper amount of sleep and not violate or 

allow another to violate my person.  When I function within the boundaries laid out for me by 

God, I am the best person I can be. 

 

Soul: Read the Bible regularly.  Engage inner soul work to evaluate the state of my soul and 

allow the Creator and Holy Spirit to take me on a journey of healing and wholeness.  I must pay 

close attention to my emotional cues in order to combat the bombardment of the enemy.  Read 

books on emotionally healthy spirituality. 

 

Spirit: Stay connected to the Lord through daily prayer and guided scripture reading.  Feed 

myself from the word of God (The Bible).  Eagerly await the Rhema (Spoken) word that I will 

get from the Logos (Written) word of God.  Research and read books that will help me grow as a 

Christian woman. 

 

 

 

20/20 Discovery (HELP) 

 



 

 

Highlight: Help people discover who they are created to be through written word of God, clearly 

guided reflective questioning, games and improvisational exercises that will help people unearth 

facets that have been hidden.  

 

Educate: Once a person has gained insight into who they are, I will connect them to a process 

that will help them dig deeper and educate themselves as necessary to achieve a set goal. 

 

Listen: After connecting people to this process I will meet with them in a group setting, 

individually or virtually and listen to them to connect them to the next step. 

 

Propel: Once aware of the next step, we will set a game plan to propel the Tribe or individual to 

move toward the goal.  He/She will be empowered to move forward. 

 

HELP will be instituted via varied outlets. HELP will be given by conferences, speaking 

engagements, written literature, written scripts, movies, television experience, games and 

encounters. 

 

20/20 Media 

 

Radio: Will produce short scripted commercials that will be geared towards gaining 20/20 

insight to self and how to accomplish that.  Firstly it will be geared to Christian radio stations or 

ethnically driven stations such as local WBLS that has gospel Sundays and will be ran during 

their programming. 

 

TV: Produce programming that will bring the truth of the gospel to the world with a secular spin.   

 

Film:  Produce movies that are edyfing and empowering.  Produce movies that will show the 

truth of who we are and help people see themselves through a new set of eyes.  The characters 

within most movies would have been deceived in an area of their life or perception and uncover 

the truth of the situation and how their life is turned around.  These movie will help the character 

gain 20/20 insight.  These movies will leave the viewer asking questions that will help restore 

their 20/20 insight. 

 

20/20 Publishing 

 

20/20 Insight is to Restore 20/20 Insight: by helping people see themselves through a new set of 

eyes.  This will be accomplished in part by written materials.  Books, Script Writing, Targeted 

games, written word that can be performed as spoken word. 

 

20/20 Experiences 

 

Speaking engagements: Speak to people about the message of 20/20 and HELP 

 

Conferences: Take people through a Deeper Path experience and touch on 20/20 and Help. 

 



 

 

Encounter/Spiritual retreats: Dig deeper use the tools of Deeper Path, 20/20, Help and spirtual 

encounters held at NBCC to guide the tribe toward their call, destiny and most importantly 

enhance their relationship with the Lord.   

 

THE CORE 
 
WORLDVIEW: 
 
I believe in a divine creator named Jehovah God.  The creator of the heavens, earth 
and every living thing in the earth. 
 
I believe that this creator God desires to know us and be know by us.  The us I refer to 
is humanity.   
 
I believe that humans according to Biblical scripture are made in the image and likeness 
of God and therefore contain in part God’s essence.    
 
I believe that God is tangible in as much as He desires for humanity to engage in a 
relationship with Him and discover who we are through that relationship. 
 
I believe that in the beginning of recorded history that man (male and female) had 
perfect unfettered union with God and evil in the form of satan came in and deceived 
man into committing the first recorded sin. 
 
I believe that man has ever since been scrambling to get back into right standing with 
Jehovah God and that happens through a relationship with Jesus Christ.   
 
IDENTITY: 
 
I am a daughter of God. 
 
I am a dreamer, I dream that the world that I live in can be changed for the better by 
those people who embrace their call to usher in change. 
 
I am a worshipper. 
 
I am an actress. 
 
I AM A BELIEVER IN CHRIST JESUS. 
 
PRINCIPLES: 
 
I value life all human life. 
 
I value time, it is a valuable asset that needs to be cultivated and respected. 
 



 

 

I value people and they are not disposable that are invaluable. 
 
I value talent, talent comes in many forms. 
 
PASSION: 
 
I love change, I get very frustrated when I am in a state of stuck and nothing is changing  
in me or around me.   
 
I love people of all nationalities, ethnicities and cultures 
 
I love to help people uncover the truth about their current situation. 
 
I love to persuade. 
 
PURPOSE: 
 
I live to love God and people 
 
I live to be creative, I was formed in my mother’s womb by the Creator of the Universe 
and I live to fully partake in the creative mandate on my life. 
 
I live prophetically to sing, write, act and worship a True and Living God. 
 
I live to share my life and my journey with others 
 
I live to live life on purpose instead of living life to take up space. 
 
I live to see the world that I live in changed for the better for the cause of Christ. 
 
 


